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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1    Overview 
Balancing robots are characterised by the ability to balance on its two wheels and 
spin on the spot similar to inverted pendulum.  The inverted pendulum problem is 
common in the field of control engineering thus the uniqueness and wide application of 
technology derived from this unstable system has drawn interest from many researches 
and robotics enthusiasts around the world.  In recent years, researchers have applied the 
idea of a mobile inverted pendulum model to various problems like designing walking 
gaits for humanoid robots, robotic wheelchairs and personal transport systems 
This nonlinear control problem is surprisingly difficult to solve in a 
methodological approach due to two degrees of freedom, i.e, the balancing robot 
position and chassis angle using only one control input force. A practical problem with 
regard to control the balancing robot is similar to the concept designing a controller to 
2swing the inverted pendulum up from a pendant position, achieve inverted stabilization, 
and simultaneously position. 
In this thesis the balancing robots are characterized by the ability to balance on 
its two wheels and spin on the spot.  The robot is composed of a chassis based on a stack 
of 130mm x 130mm Perspex plates carrying a Faulhaber DC motor, the Mark 4 Eyebot 
controller running on Robios version 5.2, a HOTEC GY-130 digital rate gyroscope, a 
SEIKA N3 digital inclinometer as described in (Thomas, 2002).  The wheels of 
balancing robot are directly coupled to the output of the dc motor.  
The balancing robot chasis is constructed from a single sheet of aluminium, 
drilled with holes for the easy mounting of motors, controller, sensors and battery pack. 
A pair of Faulhaber DC motors drive the robot's wheels.  Each motor has a gear 
reduction of 54.2:1 and a torque constant of 6.9203 x 10-4 kg-m/A.  These motors have 
encapsulated encoders, and can be used to measure displacement and velocity of the
robot.  The robot is controlled by an EyeBot. A Mark 4 Eyebot controller running on 
Robios version 5.2 is used as the ‘brain’ of the balancing robot system.   
The controller consists of a powerful 32-Bit microcontroller running at 33MHz, 
there is 512k ROM and 2048k RAM on board.  The gyroscope modifies a servo control 
signal by an amount proportional to its measure of angular velocity.  Instead of using the 
gyro to control a servo, we read back the modified servo signal to obtain a measurement 
of angular velocity.  An estimate of angular displacement is obtained by integrating the 
velocity signal over time.  The Inclinometer outputs an analogue signal, proportional to 
the angular displacement of the sensor (Braunl, 2002). 
3The balancing robot with two degree of freedom (DOF), is able to move along x, 
y axes describe by displacement, x and displacement velocity, x?  and chassis angle 
corresponding the angle, ?   and angular velocity, ?? .  These four state space variable 
fully describe the dynamics of the 2 DOF system. 
The balancing robot balance the load with its wheels while dragging the weight 
around on a pivot in a regular differential drive robot.  This thesis will delve into the 
suitability and performance analysis of Pole Placement and LQR controllers in balancing 
the balancing robot in discrete-time environment.  
1.2 Objective
The objectives of this research are as follows: 
1. To formulate the complete mathematical dynamic model of the Balancing Robot 
using differential equation method. 
2. To establish the state space model of the Balancing Robot using Digital State 
Space Approach.
3. To show mathematically that the Balancing Robot system is controllable and 
observable in discrete-time. 
4. To design digital state feedback regulators for the Balancing Robot using pole 
placement approach and Optimal Controller (LQR). 
45. To simulate the Balancing Robot continuous system and hybrid system using 
MATLAB-SIMULINK.
6. To demonstrate that the digital state space approach is as accurate as the 
continuous state space approach. 
1.3    Scope of Project
The work undertaken in this project are limited to the following aspects: 
1. Balancing Robot as described by Thomas Braunl (2002). 
2. Digital State Space Approach as described by Richard J. Vaccaro (1995) 
3. State feedback with Pole Placement Approach and Linear Quadratic 
Regulator.
4. Simulation on MATLAB-SIMULINK.  
51.4      Research Methodology 
The research work is undertaken in the following nine developmental stages: 
1. Formulate the complete mathematical dynamic model using differential 
equation method. 
2. Establish continuous state space mathematical model. 
3. Linearization: Nonlinear equations of motion are linearized around the 
operating point . 
4. Choose Sampling Interval. 
5. Discretize the linearized continuous state space model to digital state space 
model.
6. Check the controllability and observability of ZOH Equivalent Models. 
7. Design continuous-time and discrete-time state feedback controller using the 
pole placement method and LQR. 
8. Verify the controller design of the balancing robot simulated on MATLAB 
SIMULINK.
9. Evaluate results  
61.5  Literature Review 
The research on balancing robot has gained momentum over the last decade.  
This is due to the nonlinear and inherent unstable dynamics of the system.  The 
balancing problem extensively studied by numerous researchers (Mori, 1976).  An 
understanding of how to control such a system will allow us to easily solve the other 
related control problems, such as single-link flexible manipulators (Yeung et al., 1990) 
and stabilization of a rocket booster by its own thrust vector.  Below is several research 
that has been done by researches. 
Yangsheng Xu (2004), developed a dynamic model for the single wheel robot and 
verified it through simulations and experiments.  Using the linearization method, a linear 
state feedback approach to stabilize the robot at any desired lean angle was developed.  
This feedback provides means for controlling the steering velocity of the robot.  Line 
following controller is developed for tracking any desired straight line while keeping 
balance.  The controller is composed of two parts: the velocity control law and the 
torque control law.  In the velocity control law, the velocity input (steering velocity) is 
designed for ensuring the continuity of the path curvature.  Then, the robot can be 
stabilized for tracking a lean angle trajectory in which the steering velocity is identical to 
the desired value. 
Henrik Niemann (2003) has derived  a linear model of a double inverted 
pendulum system together with a description of the model uncertainties.  For the double 
inverted pendulum system the trade-off between robust stability and performance is 
quite limited.  There is not much space for reduction of the robustness to increase the 
performance of the system.  The reason is the nonlinearities in the system together with 
the limitations/saturations in the system.  The limitations in the system are e.g. maximal 
7power to the motor (maximal acceleration of the cart), maximal length of the track for 
mention the two most important limitations.  
Rich Chi Oii (2003) discusses the processes developed and considerations 
involved in balancing a two-wheeled autonomous robot based on the inverted pendulum 
model.  The experimental examines the suitability and evaluates the performance of a 
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and a Pole-placement controller in balancing the 
system.  The LQR controller uses several weighting matrix to obtain the appropriate 
control force to be applied to the system while the Pole placement requires the poles of 
the system to be placed to guarantee stability.  
Felix Grasser (2002) has built a prototype of a revolutionary two-wheeled 
vehicle (JOE).  The goal was to build a vehicle that could balance its driver on two 
coaxial wheels – a mobile, inverted pendulum.  In order to reduce cost as well as danger 
for the test pilots it was decided on building a scaled down prototype carrying a weight 
instead of a driver.  The control system used to guarantee stability of the system is based 
on two state space controllers, interfaced via a decoupling unit to the two DC motors 
driving the wheels.  The performance of the system is shown that its have ability to 
reject force and angular disturbances as well as its capability of tracking a pilot’s driving 
inputs.  A control system varying the pole placement in real time depending on the states 
and inputs of the system has the potential to further increase JOE’s performance.  The
implementation of these controllers can be seen in papers published by Nakajima et al. 
(1997), Shiroma et al. (1996), Takahashi et al. (2001) and Grasser et al (2002). 
Chinichian (1990) design and  analyze a controller for balancing one pendulum 
with two degrees of freedom, “spatial inverted pendulum”.  The pendulum, with two 
degrees of freedom, has a three dimensional motion, and it will be more analogous to the 
design of a controller for attitude control during launching a rocket. A full state-variable 
8feedback controller design for a state-space linear model of a three dimensional inverted 
cart/pendulum system is presented.  This design was based on pole-placement technique.  
Alternative solutions to the simple pole-placement technique were also proposed to 
exploit non-uniqueness of the feed-back gains for a certain closed-loop pole locations 
and the closed-loop system response was simulated on a digital computer. 
Shiroma et al. (1996 ) presented the ‘Cooperative Behaviour of a Wheeled 
Inverted Pendulum for Object Transportation’ by showing  the interaction of forces 
between objects and the robot by taking into account the stability effects due to these 
forces.  This research highlights the possibility of cooperative transportation between 
two similar robots and between a robot and a human. 
The rapid increase of the aged population in countries like Japan has prompted 
researchers to develop robotic wheelchairs to assist the infirm to move around 
(Takahashi et al. 2000).  The control system for an inverted pendulum is applied when 
the wheelchair manoeuvres a small step or road curbs. 
On a higher level, Sugihara et al. (2002) modelled the walking motion of a 
human as an inverted pendulum in designing a real time motion generation method of a 
humanoid robot that controls the centre of gravity by indirect manipulation of the Zero 
Moment Point (ZMP).  The real time response of the method provides humanoid robots 
with high mobility. 
91.6   Layout of Thesis 
This section outlines the structure of the thesis.  
Chapter 2 deals with the mathematical modelling of the balancing robot.  The 
formulation of the integrated dynamic model of this robot  is presented in detail.  First, 
the state space representations of the chassis and wheel dynamics comprising of DC 
motors are formulated.  In addition, the assumptions and limitations that been added to 
the model will be described. 
Chapter 3 discusses control algorithm design for controlling balancing robot. 
Analysis regarding on performance of designed controller will be conducted. 
Chapter 4 explains the discretization method that can be used in discretizing an 
analog plant. 
Chapter 5 discusses the simulation results.  The performance of the continous-
time and discrete-time of the state feedback and LQR controller  is evaluated by 
simulation study using Matlab/Simulink.  
Chapter 6 concludes the topics and suggests recommendation for future works. 
